
SGPS P&C General Meeting Tuesday 12th September 2017 
 

1. WELCOME 
 
A brief opening statement was made by Jonathan Bradford.  Gary Johnson was welcomed as the acting 
regional director.  Steve Carpenter was welcomed as the P&C federation representation. 
 

2. ATTENDEES 
 
Dale Armstrong, Lisa Parsons, Ryan Thomas, Dean Clift, Jonathan Bradford, Leslie Soper, David Cox, Lisa 
Parsons, Kim Miller, Elizabeth Tye, Kelly Cartwright, Ros McCallen, Cathie Barclay, Gill Appave, Greta Hughes, 
Gary Johnson & Steve Carpenter. 
 

3. APOLOGIES 
 
Katie Pike, Helen Crowther, Emma Mangan, Nicole Adams, Brad Lowe, Peter Payne 
 

4. PREVIOUS MINUTES 
 
Minutes of most recent general P&C meeting are to be sent electronically with agenda for meeting. 
Note: There was no executive meeting held since the last general P&C meeting. 
 
Motion 
To accept the Minutes of the SGPS P&C General Meeting dated 8th August, 2017 as a true and accurate 
reflection with the amendments being that Cathie Barclay is added to the attendance and Nicole Adams is 
not listed as an apology. 
 
Also note that Principle Report from 8th August 2017 will be sent out with minutes from 12th September 
2017.  These are shown as an addendum to these minutes below. 
 
Motion proposed by Dave Cox 
2nd by Kim Hilton 
Passed by general consensus 

 
5. CALL FOR NEW BUSINESS 

 
None called. 

 
6. STANDING ACTION ITEMS  

 
• Voluntary contribution update. 

Note was taken from old notice board (as requested) 
• Multipurpose building approval process (inc grants) 

Defer to later time in agenda (see below) 
 

7. CORRESPONDENCE 
 
• Resolutions from recent P&C federation AGM which are detailed in the following media releases which 

can be found at https://www.pandc.org.au/media/:- 
o All schools must have the same resources before implementing NAPLAN online. 
o Time to cut the red tape on capital works. 
o Give rural students a fair bus run. 
o Education and learning should be the priority for all students during the class time in schools. 

 
8. STANDING REPORTS 

 
• Principals Report. 



I wish to start this report with a note of appreciation for the tremendous work by everyone right across 
our huge SGPS school community. It has been a huge term! Many wonderful activities and too many 
people to thank, I trust the P&C as do all our parents and carers across our school community note how 
appreciative the school is of your support, we value everyone’s contribution. The school is thriving and 
such a [positive place to be. We all should be so incredibly proud of our students, they are wonderful. 
Our students come first in all we collectively do, it is our students that bring us together and their 
education is our purpose.  
Following on from our last P&C meeting’s discussion re- a P&C survey which will be looking at how the 
P&C can improve engagement, I would like to extend my assistance and I am sure my DPs would love to 
be involved too. I am not sure if the P&C are aware of the depth of expertise the school has in this area. 
Also thank you to the P&C for committing to providing the draft to the school for approval before it is 
sent, it is important this has a positive future focused purpose. 
Thank to those that have enjoyed another amazing session from Dr Kylie Shaw, we are immensely 
fortunate to have her expertise working with us, and Lauren Rodi’s presentation was just one fabulous 
example of what our students are achieving- we set very high expectations here at SGPS and our 
students engagement in learning is key….I am sure you would agree that the richness with which student 
engagement has improved and this was evident tonight. We are planning more of these sessions next 
term and into 2018, so if you have missed tonight’s or previously we encourage you to engage, be a 
learning partner with us…. and if you have been to them all and love them as many parents do then 
remember each session will be different and more exciting but all under the umbrella theme of future 
focused skills and embedding technology into learning. 
Next week we start our new 2018 Kindergarten events, we all cannot believe where the year has gone. 
Our numbers are tracking similar to last year but it is too early to confidently determine. Similarly to last 
year our new enrolments are showing an increase in cultural diversity. Our community’s profile is 
changing in many ways and we warmly welcome this. 

• Treasurers Report. 
None presented. 

• President Report  
Jonathan noted that he was aware that this has been a busy season for the school and P&C.  Thanks for 
the support of the school in items such as fathers day BBQ, working bee, election day activities etc. 
He is very grateful for the services for the many volunteers.  A special mention to both the Kim’s and in 
particular Kim’s mum Pat for stepping in at the last minute for the election day activities. 
Thanks to Leslie and Miss Jessica (ex student) for their help on the fathers day BBQ.  Special thanks to 
OOSH assistance in recent P&C events including the donation of all materials used in the P&C working 
bee (plants and Gaa Gaa court materials).  The P&C will commence to prepare for next year very soon.  
P&C activities coming up are many.  Christine Coe along with general assistance Michael have been 
wonderful to aim to keep plant recently planted in the working bee alive and well. 

• Band Report 
Band are in discussion with new contract arrangements for band conductors. 

• Banking Report 
None tabled. 

• Canteen Report  
All is going very well.  Survey after special food day received interesting feedback.  Canteen committee 
are meeting to determine any proposed changes for next year. 
The canteen survived grandparents day (the biggest day of the canteen for the year)  with an ever 
increasing number of grandparents coming to this day.  Still unsure on Judies return to the canteen. 
P&C federation are working on new guidelines for P&C association canteens.  It’s a work in progress with 
feedback being sought from the fair work commission. 

• Uniform Report 
 
We are gearing up for Orientation with a Parent Information session in this Term, and then Student 
sessions at the beginning of Term 4. 
Volunteers, as always, will be most gratefully welcomed to come and assist to help fit out all our new 
Kindy's. 
It is always a Happy time of year in the Uniform shop, helping not just the Children, but also those first-
time parents. 
Request for Volunteers will be posted on Facebook and in the next school newsletter. 



Orientation Sessions will be held the mornings of Wednesday, 18th Oct, Tuesday, 24th October and 
Wednesday, 1st Nov. 
The Uniform Shop will be open from 8.30 - 12.00 each session. 
On maintenance, our shop is looking a little worse for wear. Our school general assistant has kindly 
offered to fix the hole on the veranda decking. Hopefully this will stop any possible trip or fall hazards. 
Shelving is commencing to fall down, and we are trying to arrange some voluntary helpers to fix this. 
With the growing number of students, our stock room is no longer sufficient to hold all the quantities we 
are selling. I have reorganized the Fete container and taken over a third of the space for excess stock. 
Just a request, that if anyone utilizes the Fete items / stock - please put them back on the shelf as they 
were. 
At the moment, they have been spread back on the floor of the container. 
 

• Event Report 
 
We are all set for Mother & Daughter Camp this weekend. 
This is our second Mother & Daughter Camp and we are pleased to announce that we have 114 
attendees. Almost double our first Camp. 
A few Activities have changed this year to mix up the program. 
These will be advised after the Camp, so there is some element of surprise. 
One other Change is that I have allocated Cabins in Year Groups. Then everyone can select which room 
within. 
I have done this so everyone is not rushing to get to Camp to put names down to stay with friends. 
Election day BBQ – thanks again to Kim’s mother for stepping in at the last minute – thanks also to Peter 
and Leslie for their assistance from last year.  Thanks to Kim (from canteen) for helping out on the cake 
stand.  Financial wrap up is – cake stall and BBQ ~$1700 profit. Kids on the cake stall were wonderful and 
represented our school brilliantly.  Note - gas bottles are very low. 
 
Motion is that $500 is to be given to the SRC from election day BBQ 
Motion proposed by Kim 
Motion 2nd by Ryan 
Motion is accepted by general consensus. 

 
• Building Report 

 
Progress report was submitted to state funded grant as required.  Thanks to Ros and AMU rep (Michelle 
Jones for progress update that was submitted as part of the progress report.  Michelle Jones kindly 
contacted the grant people directly which was much appreciated.  Feedback from Michelle was that 
grant deadline date may be extended. 
P&C elected representative on both SGPS Project Reference Groups (PRG) has been requested, it’s an 
ongoing point of discussion. 

 
9. General Business 

 
• Guest presenter - Steve Carpenter, General Manager, P&C Federation of NSW.  We have asked Steve to 

share about the many resolutions passed at the recent P&C Federation AGM including resolutions 
regarding P&C interaction with projects managed by the Asset Management Unit of the Department of 
Education and whether P&C Associations can have representation on Project Reference Groups (PRG). 

 
Steve discussed the workings of the P&C federation.  Insurance was discussed with notes that there has 
been no increase to premiums with an increase in coverage.  P&C federation can issue email accounts 
using – Office 365 online with 1TB storage on the cloud with online access to the MS office suite of 
products.  A multipurpose manual is being working on (this could be beneficial in the future for our P&C) 
Guidance statement of WWC is on the federations website. 
Steve mentioned that the federation is very keen to reduce burden on P&C associations. 
The media releases discussed are an outcome of the AGM. 
Naplan online media statement originated from a rather large primary school.  There is a concern that 
there is an equity issue in the services and facilities available within schools.  Experience has been that 



there are limitations with infrastructure in particular that would limit the success of Naplan online.  The 
Education Minister seems to be open to the proposal to defer Naplan online until 2020.  Computerised 
testing on higher order subjects are of most concern.  Independent and Catholic parent representative 
groups also have their concerns on Naplan online.  Naplan online is proposed for implementation at 
SGPS for 2018, however this is very much still work in progress. 
Gary Johnson mentioned that there is a positive in Naplan online – one could be computational adaptive 
testing is being proposed as part of Naplan.  This should assist in showing what kids can do (it can adjust 
the complexity of the questions as the test is commenced) School readiness test is being conducted at 
SGPS now. 
Capital works – 22 P&C associations all had similar issues with capital works being funded by P&C’s 
hence the media release. A new structure from Anthony Manning (head of school infrastructure) is being 
investigated to assist in streamlining the capital works programs funded by P&C – with the aim to 
remove the red tape. 
Education and learning should be the priority for all students during class time in school was not 
discussed significantly – this motion was not to indorse the removal of scripture in schools, it was to 
ensure that students not in scripture have meaningful educational experiences whilst not in scripture. 

 
• Uniform shop stocking and pricing policy discussion. 
 
In recent weeks Dale Armstrong, Nicole Adams, and Jonathan Bradford have considered some policy 
proposals regarding the P&C Uniform Shop. 
 
Our general principles regarding the uniform shop are as follows: 

• Providing the uniform shop is a valuable service to our school community 
• High quality uniforms add to the character and strength of our school community 
• The goal of the uniform shop is not to maximise financial return to the P&C however a reasonable 

financial return is appropriate 
• Providing a uniform shop with reasonable prices leads to a saving for parents who would otherwise 

need to purchase uniforms at other commercial outlets with higher retail margins 
• Where possible we seek to always have stock items available to purchase, and therefore a growing 

school community requires greater capital investment to have increased levels of stock available 
• Donations of second hand clothing in good condition are encouraged and these items are sold at 

reasonable prices.  
• In the last twelve months sales of second hand clothing have covered a large proportion of the 

uniform shop ongoing sales 
• An increasing supply of second hand stock is now kept aside for welfare purposes and offered to 

families who are in financial need as advised by the school executive 
• A team of parents who volunteer to in the uniform shop is greatly valued and they are particularly 

important on high volume days (stocktake, orientation)  
 
Stock Ordering Policy: 
In the past the uniform shop used a stock ordering policy which did not adequately take into account sales 
history data from previous years.  With growing student numbers this has led to a number of situations 
where some stock items have run out and been unavailable.   
 
We have therefore proposed a revised stock ordering policy which aims to order enough stock each season 
so that there is between 30% to 50% more stock available for sale than the average sales for each stock item 
in recent years (either 3 or 5 years).  
 
I have been informed that the uniform shop has annual sales of new stock items of approximately $130 000, 
so by my rough calculations: 
- a stock ordering policy of 130% of average sales will require capital of $169 000 
- a stock ordering policy of 150% of average sales will require capital of $195 000 
The difference in capital required is therefore $26 000 per annum, although it should be noted that stock is 
not held for a full twelve months, as most items are ordered annually in time for either winter or summer 
season.   



 
We would like the General P&C meeting to give direction of the appropriate stock ordering policy, within the 
suggested range of 30 to 50%. 
 
Motion is that Uniform Shop Policy is amended to allow up to 50% more than average sales for recent years. 
 
Motion proposed by Lisa Parsons 
2nd by Kim Miller. 
Passed by general consensus. 
 
Action for Brad and Dale – do we have enough insurance for the stock?  Dale/Jonathan to communicate 
stock on hand and also stock incoming to P&C federation. 
 
Updated Price List: 
The Uniform Shop Price List has not been revised for some time (perhaps 4 or 5 years).  This has resulted in 
the price for some stock items now being below cost price (eg library bags) or only marginally higher than 
the cost price (girls skirts).  The current average margin is therefore now around 24%, whereas it would have 
been closer to 30% five years ago.   
 
Dale, Nicole and I have together agreed to propose a revised price list with an average margin of 30% though 
pricing for each item will be considered separately, with the margin on each stock item ranging from 
approximately 20% to 40%.  This flexibility allows for standardised pricing between girls and boys items 
where possible, (eg shorts) and allows us to be price competitive for some with generic items where parents 
might otherwise purchase from shops like Kmart and Lowes.   
 
An estimate of the gross return to the P&C for a margin of 30% would be approximately $39 000, from which 
we would need to take out uniform shop costs (including staffing costs, merchant fees, insurance, workers 
compensation etc). Please note that a more accurate calculation would need to take into account the 
average sales and margin of each stock item. 
 
I am aware that some people have suggested both higher and lower margins.   
For your comparison, based on annual sales of $130 000,  
- an average margin of 25% would give a gross return of approximately $32 500.  
- an average margin of 35% would give a gross return of approximately $45 500.  
 
We propose that the average margin for the uniform shop be approximately 30% with individual items 
having a range of approximately 20% to 40% 
 
Motion is proposed that the average gross margin is 30% as a pricing policy with discretionary on individual 
items from 20-40%. 
 
Proposed by David Cox 
2nd by Lisa Parsons 
Motion was passed by a majority with two members voting against the motion. 
 
This revised price list would be effective from the beginning of term 4, and will serve as a guide for future 
price reviews in September each year. 
 
Dale has also proposed developing a "Uniform Pack" which would give some discount for parents buying a 
full suite of uniforms. 
This would be particularly useful for new students commencing.   
 
Uniform Shop Governance: 
 
The Uniform Shop Coordinator reports directly to the P&C Executive Committee.  We have requested for 
Dale to provide a financial report to the Executive Committee once a quarter (or term), to enable oversight 
of the operations of the Uniform Shop.   



 
It should be noted that the Executive Committee is very grateful for Dale’s hard work and dedication to her 
role as Uniform Shop Coordinator.  It is obvious that she works in this role because she wants to serve the 
school community, and she treats parents and children with love and care.  We are very lucky to have Dale 
working in this role.   
 
Motion proposed to thank Dale for her dedication and hard work. 
 
Motion proposed by Jonathan Bradford 
2nd by David Cox 
Passed by general consensus 

 
• Movie night (inc sponsorship) 

 
2 Sponsors locked in with silver sponsors from last year’s fete to be contacted this week.  Flyer to be 
issued before kinda orientation (which means aim is by the end of this week).  Lighting of oval is 
expensive.  Can we get lighting cheaper?  Sean White has kindly donated the use of his screen and 
projector. 
 

• Survey of parents 
Only point to minute was Ros’ offer to assist in formulating the survey. 

• Book keeper 
Not discussed. 

• Audit financial accounts 
Not discussed. 

• Child safety policy 
Awaiting for P&C federation guideline. 

• Web Page update 
TBD 

• Carols 
1st December date is locked in. 

• Life memberships for 2017. 
Nomination forms can be found on the SGPS P&C website (same form as previous years).  Call for 
nominations is now open with nominations to close on the end of 2nd week of term 4 (20th October).  
Nominations are to be sent to Dean Clift (P&C secretary).  The subcommittee to consider life 
memberships are voted in as Lisa Parsons and Dean Clift along with Ros 
 
Motion proposed that Lisa Parsons, Dean Clift and Ros will form the committee to consider life 
membership nominations. 
 
Motion proposed by Jonathan Bradford 
2nd Ryan Thomas 
Passed by general consensus 
 

10. New Business 
 

11. Motions 
 

None from previous meetings that were to be endorsed. 
 

12. Close of Meeting  
 
9:33pm 
 

13. Addendum – Principals report from 8th August 2017 
 



Excellent attendance and interest in our Cyber safety parent session earlier this term. Many parents 
were glowing in their appreciation of this session – highly valued. 
 
Last week we all enjoyed a wonderful Education week; performances at castle Hill Towers and Open Day. 
Many thanks to everyone involved in making these events so special. And huge thanks to the huge 
numbers from our community that joined us. There was much happiness shared, and such a warm spirit 
to our celebrations. Our students shone. 
 
Interrelate- the school was unaware that the P&C executive had decided that this would now become a 
school organised event. The school has no problem with this decision. However given there had been no 
booking made for 2017 and program is so popular the school is now working on 2018 bookings- we will 
be seeing what is available for early term two and once confirmed will let our parents know. Also given 
that this year 6’s group is affected by this change, the school is discussing with Interrelate providing 
resources to our Year 6 parents should they wish to use. 
 
The school has recently received its huge order of additional sporting equipment; this includes multiple 
sets of soccer posts. Students are also enjoying the Premier’s Sporting challenge, and with this program 
also improving their exercise and the importance of regular exercise. 
 
Lastly, the school recently had a query from the P&C executive about $2500 the P&C had provided for 
‘technology’. The query appears to question the purchase of much needed interactive white boards with 
this money. The school is confused about this matter and we apologise if there was any 
miscommunication here. The school was of the understanding that the P&C had budgeted $2500 for the 
school to purchase technology resources. We were also of the understanding that P&C preference was 
this money was to spent on hardware. For example this could be spent on ipad, or laptops, or interactive 
white boards etc. The school believe we have honoured that preference. Further to the school’s 
confusion is that we communicated the purchase of the interactive whiteboard to the whole community 
quite some time ago, and also communicated our thanks to the P&C greatly for this contribution in term 
2, week 4’s newsletter. So may we respectfully just check that the P&C have been happy with this 
arrangement please? The school would like to reiterate that we are grateful to the P&C for this 
contribution. 
 
Today I received the following communication from Michelle Johns, Director, Asset Management: 
 Asset Management has given advice that the newly announced major works project reference group 
(PRG) must be formed prior to the multipurpose building PRG as the location of this building must not 
occupy space for the new NSW infrastructure major works project. Assets position is that the approval 
was given for the building subject to a suitable space on site being identified which did not impede the 
Department’s plans for future works or demountables. 
 

 


